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1. I(now what is nreant by naturalistic observation, case study, survey,
longitudinal desigr, cross-secLional design, ABA and ABAB designs'
experinental design, variable, independent variable, dependent variable,
natching, randcmi-zation, control group, erperinental grotp, and single and
double blind. (198-200, 207-2I0)

2. t{row rntrat is meant by the following terms: variable, daLa, pcpulation or
universe, pa.ralreter, sanple, randcrn sanple, statistic, ddscriptive statistics,
and inferential statistics. (L9-20,742-146,197-200)

3. Ifrow what is meant by the following synrbols: t , X, N, X and Y.

4. I{now the definition of the various scaling systans, be able to recognize
examples of each, and be aware of wiry scaling systems are important to
statistics. (202-205)

5. Be able to define the terms: continuous, discontinuous (discreet), and
di-chotcmous.

6. Be able to recogrrize the true and apparent l-i:ni-ts of a nwnber and/or class
interval.

1. Ee able to recognize and construct a frequency distribution, and group
frequency distribution. (29-32)

8. Be able to recogntze and/or construct a Bar Graph, Histogram, and Frequency
Polygon. A-l-so be aware of the rn-isuses of graphing techniques. (30-31)

9. Be a'r;are cf wha: a freguenclr di-stribuiion is, and the v-arious shapes -ur\at si:ch
distributions frequently take.

10. Iteow what is nreant by the ter:ns percentile and percentile rank. (54)

11. Be able to ccnpute the percentile rank for any given raw score attd/or obtain
the raw score at a given percentile frcxn a grouped frequency distrjJcution.

12. Be aware of sonie of the problerns associated with percentile ranks.

13. Ihow what is nreant by "Measures of Central Tendency." (35-49)

74. Be able to define and ccxrpute a nean. (35)

15. Be abte to define and ccnpute a nredian. (3g)

16. Be able to define and recogrrize a nrode. (40-41)

71. I(now where and when each o, an" measures of central tendency is appropriate to
use: i.e., strengr[hs and wea]cresses of each.
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18. Be aware of the relati onship that the rnean, ndian, and mode have in norrnal
and skewed distributions. (37,39)

\9. Understand what. is meant by the idea of variability and why neasures of
dispersion are needed. (53-69)

20. Be able to define and ccnpute the range. (54)

2L. I(mow what is rneant by the term Seni-Interquartile Range, Be able to cffipute
Q, and be aware of its wealmesses. (55)

22. lhow what is neant by the terms: l4ean deviation, md Variance, and be able to
ccnpute both. (60)

23. Be able to reproduce the definitional formula for the ccnputation of the
Standard Devj-ation and be able to ccnpute a standard deviation using this
formula. (56-60)

24. Be able to ccnpute a standard deviation using either of the two raw score
forntrlas mentioned in class.

25. hlrow what is rceant by the concept of a standard deviation and its relationship
to the norrnal curve. (handout and 74)

26. Pearson's coefficient of skew and Sk. (597)

21. Know when and where i-t is appropriate to use n-1 in the ccnputation of the
standard deviation. (158)
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28. Understand what is nreant by the terri transfo::red score. (97-115)

29. Be able to ccnpute a z-score. (76-80, 84-89)

30. Be able to go frcrn any given z score and/or z scores and teII nte what
rel-ationship they have to the no:rnal curve. Be able to use Table A
( B0-84 )

31. I(now what is meant by T scor€, C.E.E.B. Scores, A.G.C.T. Scrcres, Wechsler
deviation, dfld Wechsler sub tests scores, etc. (106-109)

32. Be able to transfonn one standard scoring system into another.

33. Be able to define the term correlation, and il-lustrate this concept in terms
of a scattergram, Iists of scores, etc. (282-289)

34. Realize Lhat there are various types of correlation coefficients and that
Pearson r and Rho are only two exanples of such correlation coefficients.

35. Be able to teli ne when and where it is appropriate to use Pearson r and Rho.
(301)



36. Be able to ccnpute a Pearson r and ]<rrow and be able to appropriately use the
various pearson r formulas.

31, Realize where it is inappropriate to use pearson r. (310)

38. Be farniliar with the concept of restriction of the range and the effects it
has on r. (295)

39. Be able to ccnpute a Spearrnan r (or Rho), and lmow when it is appropriate to
use thrj_s correlation coefficient. (303*304)

4A ' Be able to construct a regrression line, i,e. , line of best fit through ascatterplot. (399-414)

41" Be able to ccnpute slope and intercept and be able to e>plaj-n what. is neant bythese terms. Be able to predict x flcrn y, and y from x. (399*414)

42' Be able to establish a confidence level for a gi-ven correlation coefficient.(4r2-414)

43' Understand what is nreant by the tern standard error of estjrnate. (4L2)

44. Be familiar with the concept of 12. (296_298)

45' Realize that you can't. prove causation on the basis of correlation and be ableto verbalize why this is so.
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46' Be fartui-Iiar with the inverse logic system upon which statistical inferencerests and how the Null and Alternative Hypothesis fits into this schene ofthings. (266-269)

41 . Know and be abie to use the generai probability formula. e2a-nr)
48. Know and b,e able Lo use the formula of the probability of A or B. (133)

49' Know and be able to use the formula of the probability of A and then B.
/1 ?1_1 ?r \
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50' Be fanriliar wit-h the general steps that are used in hlpothesis testj-ng.

51' Be able to define the following terms: Null Hypothesis, Alternative
Hypothesis, Tlpe I error, and Type fI error. {17g_181)

52' Be able to articulate what is meant by the concept Standard Error of the Mean.
( 176)

53. Be able to ccnpute the standard Error of the l"lean. (l_56, 171)

54' Be able to test various hypotheses about where the true mean of the population
ndght lie given various obtained sanple nieans. (ri3-L71\
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55. Be able to establish confidence intervals aror.md various obtained sarple
neans. (l-85-189, 24L-248)

56. Be able to set r:p, ccnpute, and interpret the three tlpes of T statistics.
Ebrther, lcnow where each is appropriate. (llandouts, t75-L76,248\

57. Be able to set up, ccxrpute, and interpret a one-way arnlysis of variance.
(323-337)

58. Be able to set up, ccnpr:te, and irrterpret a two-way analysis of variance.
(342-3s4 )

59. Be able to do a post hoc analysis using Scheffe's.

60. Be able to do a post hoc analysis using Tukey,s ltSD (337*339)

61. Be able to set up, cowpute, and interpret the two different tlpes of chi
square statistics. (366-377)

62. I(rrow what is reant by the term analysis of corrariance, and be able to n:n such
a problon on the ccrq,rter.

63. Be able to recognize a repeated neasures design, and be able to n:n such a
program on the corputer.

64. Exercises in choosing the correct statistical- test. (556-582)
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